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2. Homestead irrigation techniques 
 

 

 

There are three parts to good water management at your homestead. 

 

 The first part is to catch and store as much rainwater as you can. 

 

 The second part is to get the water to the crops 

 

 And the third part is to use the water you have as well as possible. 

 

Catching and storing the rain water 

Here we will look at roof rainwater harvesting tanks and underground tanks or 

improved homestead dams. 
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How to build a roof rain water harvesting tank 

 

It is a good idea to find someone who is an experienced builder to assist you or to 

get support from the organisations mentioned. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 Rainwater from your roof is stored 

for later use 

 These tanks are very strong and will 

last a long time 

 Water from the roof is quite clean 

 Builders can earn an income from 

constructing these tanks. 

 It is hard work to build a tank like 

this 

 It can be quite expensive 

 You need to know how to build, or 

find someone that can do it for 

you 

 The water in the tanks is not 

enough to supply water 

throughout the dry season. 

 

On the right is an example of a tank built with stone. The tank is 3 meters wide and 

1.8 meters high. It holds about 4 000 litres of water when it is full. This water can last for 

about 3 months into the dry season. The tank costs 

about M3,000 – M3,500 to build. It takes two to 

three weeks to build. 

 

Steps in building the tank 

 

Clear and level an area of 3 meters wide. 

 

Dig foundations for the circular walls. The 

foundations are 40 centimetres wide and deep 

(about the length of the head of a spade). Fill the 

foundations in with cement. 

 

Make a cement slab floor for the tank. A drainage pipe comes out of the middle of 

the slab to a tap on the outside of the tank. 

 

The tap must come out below the bottom 

of the tank, so that all the water in the tank 

can run out here. 

 

 

 

 

Build the walls from stone and cement about 40 centimetres 

wide and about 1.8 meters high. Plaster the inside of the tank. 

 

 

A completed roof 

rainwater harvesting tank 

The floor of the 

tank with the 

drainage hole in 

the middle 

The tap from the tank is below 

the  bottom level of the tank 

The stone walls of the 

tank being built 
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Then make sure that your gutters run into the 

tank and wait for the rain to come!!!  

 

Mostly these tanks are left open. It is possible to 

close them by placing sheets of corrugated iron 

on top, by using shade netting or by constructing 

a cement lid. If the tank is covered you can drink 

the water. If you leave it open, the water will 

become too dirty for drinking!! 

 

Improved homestead dams 

 

These are large holes or dams dug in the ground. There are a number of different 

ways in which these dams can be built. 

 

Farmers have tried out different ways of building 

these dams: 

 

 Cement lined walls 

 

 Cement and stone lined walls 

 

 Earthern walls with stones packed on top 

 

 Plastic linings 

 

The main reason for building floors and walls in the tanks is to stop the water from 

leaking out. In some places the soil has enough clay to seal the dams after a while 

and no structure or water-proofing is needed. In other places the soil may cave in 

when it gets too wet and the dams may leak. 

 

Cement lined walls: 

 

Mme Mamotepane from Ha Licupa in the 

Mafeteng area built an improved homestead 

dam that she lined with cement. There were 3 

workers from the village involved. A builder from 

Rabolilane showed them how it is done and then 

left them to do the work under his supervision. It 

took about 14 days to build. Only cement and 

chicken wire were used. The hole was dug and 

covered with the wire on the inside. Then it was 

covered with cement. The sand used for making the 

cement was fetched in an ox cart from the river. 

 

The dam is almost square (5 metres long and 4 metres wide) and about 2 metres 

deep.  

A metal gutter leading water into the 

tank 

The cement lined dam 

Water runs into these dams from the ground. Now it is 
possible to gather run-off water from any surface such 
as your roof, a road, paved areas around your home, 

ditches, swales and even the veld. 

 It is possible to make these dams large, so 
that they can store enough water for the 

whole of the dry season 

 These dams can be cheaper and easier to 
build than large tanks above the ground. 
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The inlet to the dam has also been made of cement. This is a very good idea and 

helps to keep the dam strong. 

 

The dam is fenced to keep children and animals away.  A 1 

000 litre header tank is put up. This is a tank that is placed on 

a structure high above the ground (about 2.5 meters). This 

helps for the water to flow into the pipes and taps in the 

garden that are connected to this tank. A foot pump is used 

to pump water into this tank. 

 

 

 

There is a filter at the end of the hose in the dam, to make 

sure that the water going into the pump is reasonably 

clean. 

 

 

 

To start pumping, there has to be some water in the 

cylinders of the pump and a little in the pipe. It takes 

about 2 hours of pumping to fill the header tank and this 

water lasts for about 1 week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mme Mamotepane says that as the water is now close by, she can concentrate on 

other work. She can also produce a lot more vegetables. She grows and sells 

vegetables and seedlings for a living. She sells at the schools and to hawkers that 

come to her home to buy. 

 

 

 

Mme Mamopetane also processes surplus vegetables by 

bottling and making jams. 

 

The inlet made of cement 

The filter at the end of the hose 

Here an enthusiastic 

volunteer tries out the 

foot pump 

A part of the garden and 

the seedling nursery 

Mme Mamopetane with a bottle of 

senoane or melon jam and the seed that 

she also sells to make an income 
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Cement and stone lined walls 

 

It is also possible to build the walls from stone and cement. 

The walls can be built straight down or vertically. The walls 

are built on a foundation. 

 

The improved homestead dam in the picture is square.  

It is quite small, holding around 15 000 litres of water  

(3 meters long, 2.5 meters wide and 1.5 metres 

deep). 

 

A hand pump was used here. It has a long lever to 

make pumping easy. A large drum is used to filter the 

water in the dam, so that it is clean enough for 

pumping. 

 

 

 

 

 

Siltation traps can be dug in the inlet ditches, so 

that the mud and silt can settle there. These need 

to be cleaned out regularly. 

 

 

 

 

Earthern walls with stones packed on top   

 

The walls of the dam are not straight down or vertical. They are 

angled. This is like a very steep bank that a person can still 

scramble up on. The inside of the dam has been lined with 

stones (the bottom and the walls or the sides). The stones do 

not stop the dam from leaking by themselves. This dam only 

leaks a little as the soil contains a lot of clay and holds the 

water. 

 

It is possible to plant kikuyu grass on the banks of the dam to 

stabilise or hold the soil on the banks. This can stop the banks 

from caving in when the soil there settles. 

 

 

Plastic linings 

 

With plastic linings you need to be sure that the plastic you have chosen is resistant to 

the rays of the sun (UV resistant). Otherwise it may perish or decay within one season. 

Vertical, stone and cement lined walls 

of an improved homestead dam 

Improved homestead dam 

with hand pump and fence 

Drum and 

hand pump 
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Plastic linings are easy to install and the strips of 

plastic can be glued together. The disadvantage of 

using plastic, however, is that if you are not careful 

you may accidentally tear it or make holes in it. 

 

GETTING THE WATER TO 
THE CROPS 

Mechanical Pumps 

 

These pumps use human energy to power them, rather than fuel or electricity. There 

are hand and foot operated pumps. 

 

Foot pumps 

 

The foot pump has been designed specifically for low cost, reliable operation in 

remote areas. The frame is small, robust and portable. 

 

It is capable of serving many useful purposes such as pumping water for small-scale 

irrigation and household water supply. 

 

Here we look at two different kinds. 

 

The ApproTEC foot pump (Kenya) 

 

How the pumping works 

 

The pump is not that compact, but is very 

robust and is easy to maintain with locally 

available materials. It weighs around 22 

kilograms.  

 

There is an inlet (32 mm) and outlet pipe (25 

mm) and two cylinders with leather bushes that 

push the water through.  

 

A filter needs to be attached to the end of the inlet hose. The pump cannot tolerate 

silt. 

 

The total pumping height is around 14 

meters. This is the sum of the suction 

depth below the pump and the 

pressure head above the pump. The 

maximum suction depth is around 7 

metres. The pump then lifts water 

In the picture, the orange plastic has 

perished and broken up into pieces. 

The white plastic is still strong 
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though the outlet to a height of 7-10 meters.  

 

The volume of water pumped is between 0.4 litres per second to 1.5 litres/ second, 

depending on the height. The pump costs around M1,000. A fitting can be added so 

that watering is possible straight from the pipe. 

 

 

Suppliers:  

 

This pump is produced in Kenya.  At the moment they can be sourced in South 

Africa: 

Contact: Chris Stimie, Rural Integrated Engineering on 082 469 4535 or Tel: 012- 842 

4106 Email: dir@rieng.co.za  

Or directly: ApproTEC/ Kickstart, Nairobi; PO Box 64142, 00620.  

Tel: +254-(0)-20-787 380 / 787 381. Email: approtec@approtec.org.  

In Lesotho these can be supplied through Maluti irrigation in Maseru. 

 

The Rainmaker foot pump (New Zealand) 

 

How the pumping works 

 

The pump is compact and light to 

carry, it is not that robust and will not 

be easy to maintain with locally 

available materials. It weighs around 

18 kilograms. The pumps are 

provided with repair kits and spares. 

There is an inlet and outlet pipe (both 38 mm in diameter) and 

two diaphragm pistons inside that push the water through. 

 

An inline filter is attached to the inlet line for small stones. The 

pump can tolerate silt and small solids. 

 

The total pumping height is around 28 

meters. The maximum suction height is 7-10 

meters. The pump can lift water through 

the outlet to a height of about 16 meters if it is well maintained. 

This is good. The volume of water pumped is between 0.5-3 

litres per second, depending on the height. Large volumes of 

water can be pumped in a day. The pump costs around M2,600. A spray 

fitting/nozzle for the outlet hose can be supplied, so that watering is possible straight 

from this pipe. 

 

Suppliers:  

 

This pump is produced in New Zealand. At the moment they can be sourced in South 

mailto:dir@rieng.co.za
mailto:approtec@approtec.org
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Africa:  

Contact: Jack Blaker on 082 807 7805 or 051 - 581 1428 (phone/fax)  

Email: jackblaker@dtpmail.co.za 

 

 

USING THE WATER YOU HAVE WELL 

There are many ways to conserve water. We have looked at some of these ways in 

Saving and Using water in this series. Ideas are to: 

 

Use mulching to cover the soil and keep the water in the soil 

 

Add organic matter to the soil 

 

Plant along the contours 

 

Use ditches and swales to channel and catch water, so that it can seep into the soil 

and not be lost 

 

Protect you garden from the drying effects of wind  

 

Here, we will focus on two ways of applying water in ways that conserve water, time 

and labour: drip irrigation and keyhole beds. 

 

Drip irrigation 

 

Each drip irrigation system has been designed to 

work in a specific way. You can use these 

systems or design your own one. It does not work 

well to try and change the pre-designed 

systems. 

 

Drip irrigation kits 

 

Drip irrigation kits are pre-designed and usually come with the pipes already cut into 

specific lengths and the drippers placed in the pipes. There are many different kinds 

of kits. One of the common designs for drip irrigation kits is known as Netafin. 

 

These kits are supplied through Maluti Irrigation in Maseru (+266 5883 1394). The 

Ministry of Agriculture and RSDA are helping farmers in Lesotho to install these 

systems. A system costs about M1,000 to buy. 

 

The Netafin system has a 200 litre drum with a filter attached and enough dripper 

lines to cover 200 square meters of garden. 100 square meters can be watered at a 

time. The dripper lines have been specially made.  

Advantages: 

 Water is applied directly to the roots of 
plants and can infiltrate deeply into the soil. 

 It saves time and labour 

 It can also save water, but this depends on 
how you use the system. 

 

mailto:jackblaker@dtpmail.co.za
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The drippers themselves are inside the 

pipe and are spaced 30 centimetres/ 

300 millimetres apart. 

 

 

 

Ntate Mokethi from Mohale’s Hoek has been experimenting with the Netafin drip 

irrigation system for about six months.  

 

He says, "This system saves me time. It also 

saves water, as the water now goes directly to 

the roots" 

 

He removes the whole system at night and 

replaces it every morning to irrigate. He places 

the system on two flat rocks to make it slightly 

higher than the beds. Ntate Mokethi spaces his 

plants so that each one will be next to a 

dripper. He does not use this system for row 

crops like carrots, but for individual plants like 

cabbage. 

 

 

Important points 

 

The drum should be placed on a surface/platform about 1 metre (one spade length) 

above the garden. 

 

The garden/area should be completely flat. If it is not the amount of water from each 

dripper will be different. The distribution of water will not be equal. 

 

The drip irrigation system cannot be left out on frosty nights as the pipes may burst 

because of ice forming inside. 

 

Advantages of standard dripper 

lines 
Disadvantages of standard dripper lines 

 Even distribution of the water; 

and slow enough for good 

infiltration. 

 Can use grey water  

 All components are easy to 

access and find in shops. 

 Drippers are unblocked by tapping with 

a nail or spike on the outside of the pipe. 

 There is no other way to unblock them. 

When drippers remain blocked, the pipe 

needs to be replaced. 

 

NOTE: It is possible to buy piping and external 

drippers that you can place and replace 

yourself. 

Below are two examples of what farmers are trying. 

One metre 

30 cm 

Here Ntate Mokethi shows his 200 litre 

drum, with the filter attached. The 

dripper lines lie next to the drum and a 

bucket used to fill up the drum is visible. 
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We will call them spaghetti lines and sponge/string lines. These systems are more 

experimental so that farmers can adapt them to their own specific circumstances. 

 

 

Spaghetti Lines: 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 These do not need an inline filter 

 They are easy to unblock; just suck 

on the opening/end of the little 

spaghetti pipe 

 The water sinks in deeper than if it 

was just poured on. 

 The beds need to be quite level 

 The pipes and spaghetti lines also 

need to be at the same 

height/level. Height differences 

give differences in the amount of 

water coming out of the end of 

each spaghetti line. 

The system 

 

 Use any tank that can be easily found; from 25-

200 litres. The system is designed to use 25 litres 

a day. If the tank is bigger, e.g. 50 litres you 

can fill it and irrigate every second day. If your 

tank size is 200 litres, you should be able to 

irrigate once a week only. This however 

depends on the climate, your soils and the size 

of your plants. Seedlings will need less water 

more often. 

 

 Place this tank above the bed, which is made to be 1 meter wide and 10 meters 

long. It is long and narrow to make it easy to work in. 

 

 Use normal black plastic piping (15 mm) to make a main line from the tank and 

three lines, 500 millimetres apart and 10 meters long, for the bed. 

 

 Make small holes in the pipe 300 mm apart and fit the thin spaghetti lines into 

these holes. You will need 93 of these. 

 

 Plants are spaced to have one spaghetti line for each plant. 
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This system irrigates an area of 15 square meters. It uses around 25 litres of water in 5 

minutes. It provides about 260 millilitres of water per spaghetti line dripper per day.  

 

It will cost around M300 to build, if you can find a cheap second hand drum / bucket 

/ tank. 

 

Sponge/String lines 

 

These systems are controlled flood systems of irrigation that are good for row crops 

such as carrots, onions, turnips and peas. 

 

The sponge lines 

 

Holes are punched in the irrigation pipe; usually 15 mm (or 20 mm) black plastic 

piping, using a heated nail or binding wire. Make sure the holes are clean. They 

should be about 2.5 mm in size. Then small pieces of sponge are forced into these 

holes. The water will trickle out of these holes. 

 

The string lines 

 

These are similar to the sponge lines, except that you will use string instead of sponge. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 This system of irrigation can be used 

for row crops 

 The holes in the pipe can be made 

 The little pieces of sponge need to 

be replaced every year. This is a 

lot of maintenance 

25 – 200 litre 

tank 

1 m high 

500 mm 

Drippers 

300 mm 

apart 

10 metres 

250 mm 

1 m 

250 mm 
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any distance apart, depending on 

need. 

 It is difficult to control the amount 

of water that comes out of the 

holes. 

 

Make a series of paired holes on opposite 

sides of the pipe. There will be two holes 

across from each other at each dripping 

point. Thread a piece of string through 

these holes and tie knots on both ends. 

This thread can be jiggled if the hole 

becomes blocked and also makes sure 

the water trickles out, rather than pouring 

out too fast. 

 

 

 

 

How much to irrigate 

 

If you measure rain in a rain 

gauge, you will measure this in 

millimetres. 1mm of rain is 

equivalent to 1litre of water on m² 

of soil. 

 

A good average amount of water 

to apply to any shallow rooted 

vegetable crop is around 

20mm/week. This can be applied in 

winter and in summer, throughout 

the growing season.  

 

How often to irrigate 

 

It is possible to give a plant a little 

bit of water every day or larger 

amounts of water less often. 

 

Generally, with drip irrigation systems, plants are watered once a day, every day. At 

the beginning of the season, this makes sure that the soil stays wet as deep as 

possible. Later in the season the bigger plants can now use the water that has been 

stored in the soil (as well as the little water that is provided 

every day). 

A note on distribution 

 

Distribution is how the water moves into and inside the soil. 

thread 

holes 

knots 

15 mm 

pipe 

1 metre 

1
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From: Vikela, May 2003, FSG 
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2 cm = 

20 mm 

20mm/week is equivalent to 

20litres/week which is one household bucket on 
1m². 

 

For drip irrigation systems 20litres/1m² equates to 
about 340 ml of water/dripper/week. 
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This depends on the kind of soil and the kind of irrigation or dripper. Below are 

pictures of how the water may move in different kinds of soil: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Above ground, on top of the soil, you will see little circles of wetness, which may 

be close together or more spread out and further apart. 

 

 Under the ground they may flow into each other. 

 

 You will need to check what is happening under the ground to know what the 

water is doing. You can press a stick or a rod into the ground as far as it will easily 

go – close to the drippers and then further away – to get an idea of how even 

the distribution of water is.  

 

 There may be some dry patches inside the soil, which is why it is more difficult to 

use drip irrigation with row crops. People usually put one plant next to a dripper. 

 

 How fast the water comes out of the small hole or dripper will also change how 

the water moves. The systems that use large holes in the pipes, like the sponge 

and thread systems (explained above) are more like a controlled flood irrigation 

system than a dripping system as the water pours out, rather than drips. 

 

The secret to good irrigation is to check what is happening in the soil! Take the time!!! 

 

BED DESIGN FOR WATER CONSERVATION 

 

It is possible to design your garden and beds in a way that will use as little water as 

possible and also to save as much water as is possible. 

 

 

Clay 

Loam 

Sand 
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Key hole beds 

 

Meet Ntate Ralebohang Matlole and ‘Me 

Malebohang Matlole at Phahameng, Morija, 

a retrenched miner and his wife growing 

vegetables for home and for sale. 

 

 

Where do I build a key hole garden? 

 

Find a sunny place, close to the door of the 

house on any base rock, compacted soil or 

hard clay. 

 

What do I need? 

 

 Good dark soil 

 

 Rocks, manure, wood ash, dried grass, waste leaves, yard sweepings and any 

plant wastes 

 

 Black wattle or other sticks or netting 

 

How do I build a key hole garden? 

 

Where the centre of the garden will be, build a tall basket 

of sticks; 40 cm x 40 cm round and 1.5 meters high. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Begin to fill the basket with composting material such as wood ash, grass and 

manure. Pack it in quite firmly. 

 

Now measure out from the basket, one arm’s length, all around in a circle. This is 

where the rock wall will go. It will be about 1.5 – 2 metres in diameter. This diameter is 

measured from one side of the bed to the other. Build a wall about 1 meter high with 

an entrance to the basket. This entrance should be about 60 cm wide. 

 

Fill up the inside of the circle as you go, making alternate layers of soil-manure, soil-

ash, soil-plant wastes, soil-manure and so on until you reach the top. The soil should 

The entrance can be 

seen and the central 

basket made of 

branches and lined with 

grass 

Here is another example 

where the central basket 

is made out of a feed 

bag 

Advantages of key hole beds: 

 The garden can provide fresh vegetables all 
year round under all conditions 

 Grey water from the house can be used to 
irrigate (from washing clothes, people and 

dishes) 

 It can be built on top of hard clay or rock. 
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reach from the top of the wall to the top of the 

basket in a gentle slope. Do not make it flat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen from the top it looks like a key hole… from the side it looks like a house. 

 

 

 

 

The soil must then be covered with a thick 

mulch of dried grass and leaves and must 

always be covered like this. The basket must 

have a cover of grass on top of the manure. 

 

 

 

 

 

How do I use the key hole garden? 

 

Rotating crops 

 

It is a good idea to grow different crops in different places each season. Divide the 

garden into 4 sections. 

 

The first section is for leafy crops (except spinach). 

 

The second section is for root crops and spinach. 

 

The third is for peas and legumes in winter or potatoes, egg plants, tomatoes, 

peppers and chillies in summer. These need extra wood ash in the soil to give a good 

crop 

 

The fourth section has 2kg of lime dug into it and is covered with a thick layer of 

manure and mulch. This section rests for 1-2 months before the manure is dug in. Now 

the leafy crops are planted here. 

On the left are two drawings showing 

what the bed will look like from the side 

and from above 

A key hole bed built on hard clay  

(from d.hall and v.gibberd, for lrap) 

(from D. Hall and V. Gibberd for LRAP) 
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Every time you plant, you move the crops 

around to the next place. 

 

Plant onions among all the crops. 

 

Plant herbs and strong smelling plants such as 

chives, nasturtiums and marigolds around the 

edges of the garden. 

 

Sowing seed 

 

To sow seed, pull the mulch aside, leaving a line of soil exposed. Here, you make a 

furrow and put your seeds in. Cover with earth and pat it down a little. Water the 

seeds and then cover the line with mulch again. As soon as you see the seeds 

coming up reduce the mulch so that enough sun shines on the seedlings. Always 

leave a light cover of mulch, so that the soil does not dry out.  

 

Watering the garden 

 

 Grey or waste water from the home is poured 

into the basket. You can pour it underneath the 

mulch in the basket.  From here it spreads into the 

rest of the bed.  

 

 

 

 

 The next time the waste water is poured onto the plants. Move the mulch aside 

and pour the water along the root line. Then replace the mulch.  

 

 If you have a bucket or a drum spare, put it in the garden to store water as it is 

best to water early in the morning or evening, not in the heat of the day. 

 

A few more ideas 

 

Pit compost 

 

Here compost is made in a pit, rather than on top of the ground. This saves a lot of 

moisture and the compost can remain moist for some time. It also saves a lot of 

material needed to cover the compost heap. 

 

The pits are dug about 1 metre wide, 1 metre long and 1 metre deep. They are then 

filled with manure, ash and vegetation such as weeds. A central stake helps to 

aerate the compost. The heap is covered with grass or a plastic covering such as an 

This 

drawing 

illustrates 

how crops 

are 

rotated 

Here one can see the slight slope 

of the bed towards the edge, 

the use of mulch and the owner 

watering her bed with a bucket 
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old feed bag. 

 

Below are two pictures demonstrating the idea. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Planting pits 

 

Grain seeds (such as maize, sorghum, wheat etc.) are 

planted in small pits in the fields. 

 

Dig a pit in the soil about 15-20 centimetres (cm) deep and 

25 cm wide. Dig one of these pits every 80 cm throughout 

the field. Put some manure, ash and compost or crop waste 

in each pit. When the rains come, plant 4-6 seeds in each pit. 
(from Footsteps, No. 41 Dec 1999) 

Terraces/ stone mulched beds 

 

These are useful when your soil is very shallow and you 

need to build up your beds or soil. It also conserves 

moisture as the stones act as mulch on the edges of 

the beds. Here are a few pictures as an idea. 

 

 

 

 

This bed is built up and mulched 

with stones to conserve moisture 

This garden is built on a very 

rocky slope. All the beds have 

been built up as terraces. The soil 

and water is beautifully 

conserved 


